
•  Orthotic exoskeletons are a type of powered orthosis
•  Powered orthoses may be used to enable walking in people 

who cannot walk or can be used as a rehabilitation aid in people 
who have only some ability to walk

•  
of orthotics and are undergoing substantial research and 
development

What are orthotic exoskeletons?
Exoskeleton is the term used to describe an externally powered 
orthosis for the upper or lower limbs. An orthosis (often called a 

body 
to protect and support a body part, compensate for changes 
in muscle length or function, re-align skeletal joints, redistribute 
pressure or optimise walking pattern. An orthotic exoskeleton is 
different from a conventional orthosis because it uses an external 
power source to supplement and produce movement.

Various exoskeleton designs have been developed, several of 
which are commercially available. As with the use of any orthosis 
or form of gait rehabilitation, walking with a powered exoskeleton 
requires specialised training and practice.
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Who might use an orthotic exoskeleton? 
o 

walk due to trauma or illness. For example, a spinal cord injury 
(or ‘SCI’) can result in a partial or total inability to walk. This can 
lead to physical complications including skin breakdown, muscle 
atrophy, reduced cardiorespiratory capacity, and pain. Being 
unable to walk can also affect psychological well-being and can 
increase the risk of depression and reduce quality of life. While 
there are a variety of conventional orthoses available to assist with 
walking (for example, Reciprocal Gait Orthoses), people with SCI 
must expend high levels of energy to achieve only modest walking 
speeds, dependent on their level of injury. Therefore, many people 
with SCI do not regain the ability to walk and require a wheelchair 
for their mobility.

What are the benefits of powered 
orthoses?
Powered orthoses are an emerging technology that can enable 
people who cannot walk (are ‘non-ambulatory’) due to paralysis, 
to walk, or can be used as a rehabilitation tool to improve walking 
ability in ambulatory individuals with partial paralysis. Powered 



Who provides orthotic 
exoskeletons? 

How do I access orthotic treatment?

Certified Orthotist/Prosthetists (c-OP AOPA)

Disclaimer – This fact sheet does not replace clinical advice. If you require prosthetic services AOPA recommend 
speaking to your practitioner. This fact sheet was developed based on interpretation of current evidence as of 
August 2017. References available on request.
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An example of an orthotic exoskeleton


